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RING SIZE TIPS

U.S. Ring Sizing Chart

Measure your finger at the end of the day—your fingers tend to change size 
throughout the day. 


If a ring has a wider band, it might fit up to one 1/2 size tighter. If you are using a 
ring to size your finger, make sure to use a ring with a similar width to the one you are 
purchasing. 


Make sure your finger is at normal body temperature — fingers can shrink or 
expand when hot or cold. 


Your dominant hand might be slightly larger — make sure you measure the 
finger you are purchasing for!


A big factor in your ring size is your knuckle. Make sure the ring fits over your 
knuckle and isn’t too loose. We have , to help the ring fit without 
spinning around. 


We have  available on our website. We’d be happy to send you 
one if you still need help finding your ring size! Please reach out with any questions 
info@starlettegalleria.com


rubber sizers

finger sizing tools

Print this page on 8.5” x 11” paper, making sure to not Fit to 

Page or Change Ratio when given the option. Please print to actual 

size. Verify the sizes are correct by comparing the ruler below with a 

ruler from your home. Place paper on a flat table. Using a ring that 

fits the finger you to purchase for, overlay your ring until the lines 

are barely visible INSIDE the ring. This should be your ring size. 

Know we offer exchanges, just in case!

* Please note we do not have half sizes. We recommend sizing up a ring size on most rings if you’re a half size, and possibly using a rubber sizer.

https://www.starlettegalleria.com/products/rubber-sizers?_pos=1&_sid=36e6347a5&_ss=r&variant=14136547246135
https://www.starlettegalleria.com/products/finger-sizing-tool

